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Swami: To day what you're learning is very, very, interesting 
important subject, Universal Womb Chakra Process.  Womb Chakra 
is nothing but giving the lot of purification to the soul.  The Universal 
Womb Chakra - to really reconnect it for the eternal immortal 
creation point for whole creation in the planet, every creation any 
place - a seed of resume (resin), of immortal clarity - resume (resin) is 
there.  If we started to think, “Is the seed is the first or the tree is the 
first?”  Which is the first, seed or tree?  I'm asking you question, 
Anna. 
 
Anna:  I would say the seed.  
 
Swami:  What? 
 
Anna:  I would say the seed is first. 
 
Swami:  How come you get without tree?  Or another question,  is the 
death is first, or birth is first?  Is the light is first, or night is the first?  
Where is the beginning point?  Where is the beginning point to 
started to count?   Swami Kaleshwar - where is the beginning point of 
this Swami Kaleshwar?  According the timetable - 1973 January 8th, 
early morning 5am, I born.   Early morning, 5am, I came to the globe. 
Before that - where I am, where I am?  '73 January eighth started, then 
some more date is waiting.  The day started, but another day is also 
waiting.  '73 to - dash - then another date.   That dash is what?  Are 
you really recognized that dash when after you...... you translating 
correct?. 
 
Student:   After you, meaning after death?  
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Swami:  After death recognizing, is reconnecting, is, is only possible 
through Universal Womb Chakra - that is the main concept of today 
you're learning it.  When I see a person, majority I won't see is in a 
physical form.  Whenever I'm giving the healing, whenever I give 
initiations - today there is a many people receiving initiation - I'm not 
giving initiation to your body, I'm initiation to your soul to reconnect 
to your - the layers of your births, then going to the real birth.  
 
One beginning point is there.  One you connected to your beginning 
point, then there is no ending point. If you connected to your 
beginning point - there is no more anymore ending point. Then you 
can decide if you want to come back or not.  And moreover - who did 
this process - who connected to this - they're the most unbelievable 
powerfully, well protected, protected in the divine cosmic. Many 
saints - supernatural masters - supernatural healers - supernatural 
the giving the enlightenment - they're all learned the same process.  
 
A creation point is already in you, you're holding it. A creation 
capacity is in you, doesn't matter what form it is.  A person, he 
created ten kids, a lady, she created ten kids - you created another 
soul.  Doesn't matter the organ in your body's exist or not, but a spark 
of creation energy is in you, in the hidden.  That spark of energy, 
once you're recognizing to seeing your creation energy - you are 
more free person in this planet.   
 
Clear on this?  Too much isn't it?  You never heard about this, all of a 
sudden you're hearing - be honest.  No, I'll go in natural way in your 
own way.  Who did not understand any point here?  I know your 
faces.  Put in a one headline, one comment, “Winning the birth - 
winning the death.”   Winning the birth - speak - punch - loud - that's 
the today the concept. 
 
Many depressions is coming heartbrokens, lot of sadness, lot of pain - 
is everything, is majority is hidden in the womb chakra - in that 
energy place.  Entire in your body, that is the place is a holding it. 
This universal womb chakra, if you took initiation of universal womb 
chakra, if you received that energy inside to you - you'll wash away. 
Then, that initiation vibrations, that vibrations - this is hidden in you.  
Generally the birth and death energies cannot disturb you. And 
especially the kama energy cannot unnecessarily disturb you - too 
much desire energy.  Who winned the kama energy, too much 
wanting nature - doesn't matter you're alcoholic - you're too much 
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attracted to the woman - too much attracted to the men - then it's 
driving your life is crazy.  These all things will stop - started to 
protecting you by receiving of this initiation.  Pretty good all your 
chakras is in your control.  Clear? 
 
If we see in the nature for example, there is a hundred sheeps is there, 
and hundred small sheep babies is there.  Once you separated the 
sheep babies for two days, then once you release the sheep babies 
near the sheeps - we cannot recognize this baby is belongs exact to 
that mother, but the small sheep baby, that it'll exactly it'll go and it 
connect to the mother and it going drinking the milk.  It's quite 
amazing how the mother is recognizing the small sheep and the 
small sheep is recognizing her mother - how the hundred sheeps is 
there, is going straight to the mother.  It's a universal means, whole 
nature phenomena - the divine phenomena, that divine law - womb 
chakra.  
 
You walking in the street, all of a sudden you saw a man.  Doesn't 
matter what happen to you - in a seconds you saw it, the energy 
trigger to your womb chakra.  Your all chakras is started to open, 
then you attracted, then you fall in love, then you cannot help it, you 
want it, you want her number, you want her address, you want to 
talk to her, you want to take a picture of her - then whole your story 
start there.  You cannot help it.  You cannot drink, you cannot eat, 
you cannot sleep - something wrong with you.  Why?  What is this 
happening?  You seen thousand, two thousand ladies - ten thousand 
men in your life - after only some particular characters you seen it, it's 
a trigger on.  What is happening?  What is the mechanism there?  
That is the birth.  When she gone from you, she said goodbye to you 
or he said goodbye to you - that is the death.  Birth started in the 
womb chakra - when she said goodbye, death is there.  After birth 
and death - birth and death - in chakra keep moving… that energy 
well disturbed, well wounded.  Translated perfect? 
 
Student:  Perfect. 
 
Swami:  So to avoid this type of problems and also to reconnect it to 
who are you, to make that energy to divert to the God, the energy to 
divert to the cosmic to connect with him, to fall in love with him, to 
stay with him, to dissolve in him - that is the importance of the 
human life.  Living the life long with the bliss - that giving the bliss is 
only possible through the universal womb chakra.  That is the most 
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important thing.  Let it happen, all this creation activities.  Your soul 
is, your chakra is getting up and down disturbances.  To fix your 
chakra in your control today - that is our biggest step.  Some people 
might think, “How can we believe Swami, there is a chakra in our 
body?”   Yes, it is there.  If you, for example this leaf, you dissect it 
and you putted in the scope, electronic scope - you can see a 
structure.   A drop of water you see in the scope - you see a structure. 
In your creation, in the womb chakra, is hidden in it - but ancient 
days the saints and maharishis are seeing in their visions in the 
clarity way.  They founded it, and they founded the mechanisms too, 
and they founded that prayers too, to fix it.  It's very important 
process.   Any questions? 
 
Student:   Last time I received the womb chakra process, and this is 
the universal womb chakra process, what is the connection or the link 
between these  two processes? 
 
Swami: Womb Chakra only belongs to you, the universal womb 
Chakra, to whole creation.  Of course this is also related inside, in 
that womb chakra.  Everybody have one part of womb chakra.  If you 
see the elephant womb chakra, a lion womb chakra, a deer womb 
chakra, a snake womb chakra - lion is hunting the sheep, lion is 
hunting the deer - lion cannot eat the grass, but the deer has to eat the 
grass.  Why the God is created the lion and the deer too?  He created 
the lion, then he created the deer too…  Is everything ok guys? 
 
Student:  We found the memory card. 
 
Swami:  It's fine; don't worry.  This is another womb chakra - sit.  So,  
why God is created a creation, and a hunting creation too? 
Sometimes as we, as human beings, we turn as very aggressive - like 
a lion behavior, like a very cruel behavior, like a, there is no love - 
just attacking, super anger - you don't care of somebody's feelings, 
just you want hunt.  If you learn this, this process - even if you want 
turn as a lion, you cannot.  Very loving, very bliss, very happy - lead 
the life smooth.  In that lion womb chakra, he created only certain 
specific bijaksharas.  If you learn everything entire in the creation, the 
men, the human being is very, very, powerful creation in the planet. 
Human have entire the creation power here - that much capacity is a 
human.  
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Somebody going on the moon, and they staying for a while there, but 
if you want to you go there - you cannot.  It means his womb chakra, 
whatever he done it - he made it.  He reached there.  But he cannot 
reach as a spiritual scientist.  But in future coming days, the human 
beings, they're going to discover and found it in the long-term role.  If 
the science and spirituality come together, it is coming very together 
too - the wonders is going to create it.  Wonders, no diseases, no 
deaths unless if you want to.  So pretty wonders they're going to do 
it.  It's a fact.  So, where you draw the womb chakra, I hope you can 
see it – universal.   Don't think only womb - Universal Womb Chakra. 
Is there, in case if you have it Ethan.  Anna is a smiling, God is 
protected you.  Can you display?  (Everyone is amazed at the 
Universal Womb Chakra image) 
 
Rhonda:   They are saying they can't draw it - it's too difficult. 
 
Swami:  Same in this, you can add some more bijaksharas.  Zoom 
here - you can add.  How much time it takes to draw it?  One hour? 
 
Anna:  Until tomorrow? 
 
Rhonda:  An hour 's good.   (everybody laughing) 
 
Swami:  Good. 
 
Anna:  Can we ask a question?  So Swami, in this yantra whole 
creation is hidden.   And in the holy womb chakra there's only the 
human creation.  And here's the whole creation? 
 
Swami:  But three steps need to again, fix it here. This is first step, 
second, third, fourth, again one layer coming fifth, sixth, seventh, one 
more arrow like that - saum here - kleem here.   Aim - kleem – saum. 
 
Anna:   So aim is the fifth? 
 
Swami:   Yeah. 
 
Anna:   And kleem the second? 
 
Swami:   But this na ja ba ja ja ja ra - is very important. 
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Rhonda:  Swami, it says personal two times.  Is it the same one or 
should we have two different personal mantras? 
 
Swami:   Doesn't matter. 
 
Anna:  All these steps, what do they do? 
 
Swami:  I will explain.  Don't think it's complicated like a simple 
room, simple… just make it round, round - easy!   (Everyone is 
laughing)  Can you go a little step back, back?  (To the screen 
controller)  Like this, like this, like this, then like this - go up – here, 
here, here, words - the all circles.  (everyone laughing) 
 
Anna:  Is it circles or is it more like a drop? 
 
Swami:  It's ok.   Ok zoom back - back - start to draw that - make a 
little lights on.   (All exclaiming) 
 
Anna:  Is there any order? 
 
Swami:  Doesn't matter - come close - take a pencil set if possible. 
 
Students:  Can we take a picture? 
 
Swami:  Sure.  Even if you did small mistakes, it's ok - done. 
 
(Everyone talking and arranging to draw the chakra) 
 
Swami:  Don't worry - even if you did small mistakes right now, 
small mistakes don't worry - done right now. 
 
Student:  Can I ask a question? 
 
Swami:  Yes. 
 
Student:  Is this supposed to be the center of the circle? 
 
Swami: Yeah. What you writing today on the piece of paper, I'm 
writing your Swami's personal mantra.  I'm signing it to make it 
activate with your soul.  That paper is staying for your life-time in 
your bedroom (Much happy exclamation from the students)  That 
paper going to stay with your life with you. 
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Student:  Swami, another question?  The number of lines, are these 
ten?   And should they be separate here or can they touch? 
 
Swami:  It's ok, don't make it complicated - do as you can. 
(Everyone is laughing and talking.)   What? 
 
Student:   Don't ask too many questions. 
 
Swami: This the time to do hard work - do it.  One hour, make your 
attention - it's enough.  (All students are working on the yantra) 
 

 
End of Tape 


